
Lesson Plan – 3rd Grade Math
Name: Whitney Foster Unit/Topic: Addition & Subtraction Week of: Oct 4-8

Monday/Tuesday Wednesday/Thursday Friday:

TEKS/AP Standards: 3.4CDetermine the value of a collection of coins
and bills.

3.7 Determine the perimeter of a polygon 3.4A Solve with
fluency one-step and
two-step problems

involving addition and
subtraction within

1,000

Objective(s): I can count money.
I can find the perimeter of a polygon

I can solve taking from
story problems.

Bellwork: Adding on Problems
Flash Cards

Spiral Warm Up on Google Classroom
Flash Cards

Drops in a Bucket

Learning Activity:

BrainPop Video - Dollars and Cents
Journaling

Use play money to  identify  coins and dollars and
begin counting amounts

BrainPop Video - Perimeter

Journaling Activity - Understanding Perimeter and
practice

Farm Frenzy

Flash Cards

Key Vocabulary: Cent symbol (¢)
Dollar symbol ($)
Decimal symbol

Perimeter
Polygon

Customary units

Taking from
Start unknown

Change unknown
Result unknown

Guided/Independent
Practice:

After watching a BP video we will begin journaling and
practicing determining the value of a collection of coins

and then coins and dollars. Students will use play
money to aid in counting money. After journaling we
will continue to use our play money and whiteboards

to solve word problems involving money.

HW - Problem Set 11

After watching a BP video we will begin journaling and
practicing finding the perimeter of a polygon.

After journaling we will begin Farm Frenzy which is an
activity where students calculate the perimeter of

polygons.

HW - Problem Set 12

After identifying the type
of problem (start, change,

or result unknown)
students will use strip

diagrams or number lines
to solve.



Lesson Closure:

1) Ask students to use their play money to
represent a given amount independently

2) Ask students to count a given amount

Students will apply what they have learned to answer
word problems that involve perimeter.

Use cards to show the
type of problem.

Assessment-Formative,
Summative/Exit Ticket: Check for understanding by observing student work.

Check for understanding by observing student work. Check for understanding
by observing student

work.

Key Questions During Lesson:

What relationships exist between the values of coins and bills?

How can di�erent collections of coins and bills equal the same amount?

When might you need to find the perimeter in your everyday life?


